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We want to present the e-newsletter for sharing updates in the field of 

fiber optics and optical communication. We solicit your feedback as well 
as contributions towards it.

Telecom equipments use -48V negative voltage – 

What are its benefits?

www.telecomfunda.com

1. Negative voltage causes less corrosion in metal when compared to 

positive voltage.

2. Thundering causes positive voltage in the equipment circuit. In that case 

negative voltage (Lack of electrons) neutralizes positive charges and 

prevents producing heat. 

3. To prevent the equipments from lightning strokes - Cloud is negatively 

charged at bottom it requires a zero or a positive potential to discharge, 

and it selects the ground (Zero potential) to discharge. If the Telecom 

Equipments are fed with positive the cloud will choose the low resistance 

tallest positively charged Antenna's to discharge, this could damage the 

entire setup of Telecom equipments.

4. Negative voltage is safer for human body while doing Telecom activities.

5. Negative voltage is safer for Long Distance Communication (LDC) line 

for transmitting power trough it.

6. Negative voltage prevents Electro-chemical reactions. It is used so that 

leakage currents to ground caused by moisture do not electroplate away 

the copper in the wires.
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  LIGHTSIM Experiments

When light propagates through any medium, 

it suffers loss due to various mechanisms: 

Scattering, Absorption and Bending. The 

attenuation module in LIGHT SIM plots 

various losses as a function of wavelength in 

an optical fiber. Finally it calculates the total 

loss due to all mechanisms.

Attenuation in Optical Fiber

at Rizvi College of Engineering, 
Mumbai

    LIGHT RUNNER Demonstration

LIGHTSIM Demonstration

at Rajiv Gandhi Institute of 
Technology, Mumbai

Ayudha Puja Celebration at Our Premises
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